**Course Name:** Shotgun Sweep Up

**Stage Type:** Skill Based

**Start / Stop:** Shot Timer / Last Shot

**Targets:** 13 Steel

**Scoring:** TPC - Steel Must Fall

**Firearms / Rounds Required:** Shotgun = 13 Birdshot Rounds

**Start Position:** Loaded Shotgun with Safety ON. Shooter at Shoulder Ready standing at Firing Point 1 with one foot touching mark on wall. Shotgun loaded with no more than 8 rounds.

**Course Description:** On command engage Threat Steel S-1, move to Firing Point 2 and engage Threat S-2 thru S-5. Move to Firing Point 3 and engage Threat S-6 thru S-9. Move to Firing Point 4 and engage Threat S-10 thru S-13. Walls are Visual Barriers – Not Cover. **Threat Targets only engaged from listed Firing Point.**

**Course Designed By:** Cody Ray & Lee Neel of Collin County IDPA, Greenville, Texas (Converted to TPC by NRA)